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Violent populism is rising in America. Events like the Buffalo shooting that target minority populations and January 6th that threaten our democracy are not simply a continuation of long-standing trends, but reflect the consequences of extremist ideas moving from the fringe to the mainstream.
A key extremist idea is the “great replacement” – at bottom, the fear that minorities will have more rights than Whites. As these extremist ideas become mainstream, domestic terrorism is evolving in more dangerous ways.

On January 6, 2021, we witnessed, to quote Senator Mitch McConnell, “a violent insurrection for the purpose of trying to prevent the peaceful transfer of power after a legitimately certified election.” (Feb 8, 2022).
The key characteristic of the over 800 individuals charged in connection with the attack on the Capitol is that they are middle class Whites residing in counties with the most loss of White population share – exactly who would mostly likely fear the great replacement as described by prominent political and media leaders.

On May 14 – just three weeks ago – a mass shooting occurred in Buffalo, New York where the shooter – a self-described “populist” -- methodically selected his target in order to kill large numbers of a minority group related to his fear of the great replacement.

These violent ideas are widespread in the US population and we need to prepare for potential political violence in the future.

Let’s look at the facts.
The January 6th demographics are striking. Over half of those charged with committing crimes on January 6 were either business owners and CEOs or from white collar occupations. The last time America saw middle class Whites involved in collective political violence was the expansion of the 2nd KKK in the 1920s.
Nearly 90 percent charged were not members of militia and extremist groups like the Oath Keepers or the Proud Boys.
Their political geography is also striking. Over half of those charged with committing crimes on January 6 came from counties that Biden won – including large, urban, democratic strongholds like Dallas, Houston, New York City, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
The crucial feature of the counties with insurrectionists is the loss of non-Hispanic white population. The more the county lost white population and became diverse, the much higher the rate of having an insurrectionist.

Why?

Increasingly some politicians and media figures tell Whites that they are deliberately being “replaced” by minorities and destined to become second-class citizens. White decline in one’s community can reinforce and seemingly confirm these political and media narratives and have impact beyond electoral politics.

- The greater the decrease in non-Hispanic white population share the higher the rate of sending insurrectionists
- For every 1 standard deviation decline in the white population share from 2010 to 2020 (~2.8%), the number of expected insurrectionists increased by 36%. This would happen by chance less than 1 in a thousand times.
- Holds even when controlling for relevant factors (e.g., rurality, population size, white population size, distance to DC, county % vote for Trump).
The Buffalo Shooter is a prime example. The shooter’s manifesto clearly describes his motive as targeting a minority population to prevent what he perceives as quote “the complete racial and cultural replacement” of White Americans.
Importantly, the shooter lived in Broome County, New York – which had one of the largest declines in non-Hispanic White population share since 2010 – nearly 8%. This underscores that White population decline near their home can influence individuals with violent populist sentiments.

To understand the risks going forward, we conducted a nationally representative survey with the respected polling firm NORC at the University of Chicago, fielded in April -- just weeks ago.
We asked whether respondents agree that Joe Biden stole the 2020 election and is an illegitimate president and whether they agree that the use of force to restore Donald Trump to the presidency is justified. As you can see, tens of millions of Americans agree with these radical sentiments.
Most disturbing, we found that 7% of American adults, which equates to 18 million people – agree both that that Biden is illegitimate and that the use of force is justified to restore Trump to the presidency.

This is important. A key indicator of long-term political violence in a country is the pool of the population that sees political violence as justified, and so this figure is extremely concerning.
The two main beliefs driving the 18 million are – number one -- the Great Replacement – 75% agree with that. The second is the QAnon cult idea.
We did look at economic and other factors. But, the Great Replacement and QAnon conspiracies are the far more powerful drivers.
Our country needs annual public reports by law enforcement assessing incidents in which people from across the political spectrum – from neo-Nazis to Antifa—turn to violence, so that we can better understand the extent and source of the greatest threats.

Our country needs a national conversation based on the facts about the consequences of violent ideas moving into the mainstream.

Ultimately, the solutions to violent populism are the pillars that have always guided our great American democracy -- dialogue and listening to each other.